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Psychedelic meditation 19 MP3 Songs ROCK: Progressive Rock, NEW AGE: Meditation Details:

SPIRESVORTEX I don't like very much classifications by genres (but I'd like psychedelic) You're free to

define this music as you want! You might find it progressive rock, celtic, newage or experimental ... chill

out ...? I play (instinctively) guitar, bass, bluesharp and (less) keyboards. All drums arranged by myself

and mixed in GB. My music experiences started when I was sixteen, among blues road musicians met

along the european streets, but this music comes from somewhere else (a secret garden), nothing to do

with the place I live: the only real place I live is my mind! I can't still find a convincing definition for

madness ... :) My actual human form lives in a land named Italy (I visit it sometimes ...) Rarely I play LIVE

among a few friends, but I find public often conditioning ... I like a closer and personal contact with

listeners ... not necessarily at a concert. A real band (absolutely not a cover one) needs a good feeling

among its members. That's a far possibility ... I really don't know, maybe I could do that with Syd Barrett?

Possibly "on the other side"... when I'll meet him. My influences? Old progressive bands, gothic rock,

celtic music, blues, ambient ... from King Crimson to Pentangle to Barrett, Cure, Ozrics and bands I like

very much as AfroCelts and A Perfect Circle ... and too many others I appreciate, as Bjork or Isan. All that

music coming from our deep inside universe, all that is "sensible" to free imagination, dark or luminous it

is! I feel my tracks as soundtracks of my imagination (and meditations), and I like thinking of YOUR OWN

imagination flying with my soundtracks! Here's all I've to tell ! Spires by Vortex = SpiresVortex with the

kind collaboration of Walter M.
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